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Abstract
Background: Cross-species whole-genome sequence alignment is a critical first step for genome comparative analyses,
ranging from the detection of sequence variants to studies of chromosome evolution. Animal genomes are large and
complex, and whole-genome alignment is a computationally intense process, requiring expensive high-performance
computing systems due to the need to explore extensive local alignments. With hundreds of sequenced animal genomes
available from multiple projects, there is an increasing demand for genome comparative analyses. Results: Here, we
introduce G-Anchor, a new, fast, and efficient pipeline that uses a strictly limited but highly effective set of local sequence
alignments to anchor (or map) an animal genome to another species’ reference genome. G-Anchor makes novel use of a
databank of highly conserved DNA sequence elements. We demonstrate how these elements may be aligned to a pair of
genomes, creating anchors. These anchors enable the rapid mapping of scaffolds from a de novo assembled genome to
chromosome assemblies of a reference species. Our results demonstrate that G-Anchor can successfully anchor a
vertebrate genome onto a phylogenetically related reference species genome using a desktop or laptop computer within a
few hours and with comparable accuracy to that achieved by a highly accurate whole-genome alignment tool such as
LASTZ. G-Anchor thus makes whole-genome comparisons accessible to researchers with limited computational resources.
Conclusions: G-Anchor is a ready-to-use tool for anchoring a pair of vertebrate genomes. It may be used with large
genomes that contain a significant fraction of evolutionally conserved DNA sequences and that are not highly repetitive,
polypoid, or excessively fragmented. G-Anchor is not a substitute for whole-genome aligning software but can be used for
fast and accurate initial genome comparisons.
G-Anchor is freely available and a ready-to-use tool for the pairwise comparison of two genomes.
Keywords: whole-genome alignment; sequence mapping; sequencing anchoring; highly conserved elements (HCE), genome
evolution
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Introduction
Accurate alignment of 2 or more genomes is an important step
for applications such as annotating a de novo sequenced and as-
sembled genome, performing cross-species genome evolution-
ary studies, reconstructing ancestral genomes [1–3], and detect-
ing variations and genes under selection within a species [4].
Unfortunately, the whole-genome alignments of large genomes
(such as animal genomes larger than 1 Gb) withmost contempo-
rary alignment algorithms require significant computational re-
sources and therefore imply the use of high-performance com-
puting (HPC) systems that contain hundreds of CPUs and dozens
of gigabytes of RAM [5]. Such systems are expensive and of-
ten are not available to a smaller laboratory or research group.
On the other hand, the progress recently achieved in high-
throughput sequencing technologies makes the sequencing of
a complex genome a relatively trivial and inexpensive endeavor
[6]. As a result, more than 100 mammalian, avian, and other an-
imal whole-genome assemblies are now available from genome
repositories and private databases [5]. Hundreds more genomes
are currently being sequenced by the Genome 10K community
[7], other international consortia, and individual groups [8], [9].
Many of these genomes are being included in bulk annotations
produced by large genomic centers, andmultiple whole-genome
alignments are publically available from centralized databases
such as Ensembl and the University of California, Santa Cruz
(UCSC) Genome Browser [10,11]. However, other genome assem-
blies, such as those produced by smaller research groups, may
not be represented in public databases and are therefore ex-
cluded from these bulk comparisons and related bioinformatics
resources. As a result, the comparative analyses thatmay be per-
formed on these genomes are limited. Here, we introduce soft-
ware for whole-genome anchoring that aims to address some of
these issues.
The analysis of multiple whole-genome alignments demon-
strates that animal genomes contain a significant fraction of
highly conserved elements (HCE). Evolutionary pressures are
thought to conserve HCE, which are comprised of gene cod-
ing sequences, noncoding regulatory elements, or evolutionary
stable DNA sequences with a structural role (e.g., the lamina-
associated DNA) [12–14]. These elements range from 1 base pair
(bp) to about several hundred bps and represent approximately
5% of a mammalian genome or approximately 15% of an avian
genome [15]. If genome alignments are further limited to phylo-
genetically close species (within anOrder or Family), the fraction
of HCE increases to approximately 15% for mammals and ap-
proximately 20% for birds [16]. In the context of analyses based
on cross-species comparisons, conserved sequences are natu-
rally occurring landmarks in aDNA sequence that are stable over
relatively large evolutionary times.
Here, we propose to use HCE as “anchors” for fast low-pass
alignments of genome assemblies. Instead of a full pairwise
alignment between 2 genomes derived from comprehensive and
time-consuming local alignments, our anchoring approach is
able to use HCE to quickly generate a limited but effective set of
local alignments. These HCE alignments (or anchors) are able to
predict the location in which the scaffolds of a newly sequenced
genomewould be placed if awhole-genome alignmentwere per-
formed.We believe thiswork is the first to explore the use of HCE
as anchors in comparative genomics applications. As a result,
G-Anchor has the potential to open up whole genome compar-
isons of vertebrate genomes to a much wider set of researchers.
In our opinion, G-Anchor is unique in this aspect: it is the only
tool currently available that allows whole vertebrate genome
comparisons to be made on a simple personal computer. In
addition, to aid downstream analyses, G-Anchor creates out-
put suitable for use with the suite of visualization and other
tools available on the widely used UCSC Genome Browser. G-
Anchor does not aim at achieving the resolution and com-
pleteness of whole-genome pairwise alignments built with
traditional whole-genome alignment tools (such as LASTZ or
MUMmer) [17,18] but provides a fast and sensitive way of an-
choring 2 large genomes using more accessible computational
resources, i.e., a desktop workstation or laptop.
In the following sections, we explain the G-Anchor algorithm
and how it has been implemented in a pipeline. We explain how
sets of HCE from pre-existing alignments may be readily used
in the pipeline or alternatively, if desired, how customized sets
of HCE may be generated from bespoke multiple whole-genome
alignments. The results of G-Anchor are evaluated using a num-
ber of test cases; e.g., we compare the G-Anchor predicted or-
der of scaffolds to LASTZ-based whole-genome alignments and
quantify the significantly reduced computational resources re-
quired by G-Anchor.
Data Preparation and Preprocessing
Here, we explain how sets of HCE may be generated, either by
generating themultiple whole-genome alignment or from a pre-
existing multiple alignment. Then, we describe how a set of
HCE may be processed to generate an HCE databank to be used
with G-Anchor. Finally, we describe the construction of a “mam-
malian” HCE databank that may be used with a wide range of
mammals.
Constructing multiple whole-genome alignments
HCE datasets may be generated via pairwise whole-genome
alignments created using LASTZ (version 1.02.00). Here (for
datasets Cow+Yak, Cow-Yak, described fully in Section “Test-
ing and Evaluation”), we used LASTZ with the following pa-
rameters: E = 30, H = 2000, K = 3000, L = 2200, O = 400
and the default substitution matrix. The alignments were post-
processed into the UCSC Genome Browser chain and net data
formats, which are higher-level abstractions of pairwise se-
quence alignments. A chain represents an ordered sequence of
the alignments, separated by regions lacking alignments (gaps).
On the other hand, a net constitutes a hierarchy of chains where
the chains with the lower scores fit within the gaps present
in the highest scoring chain [19]. Chains and nets were con-
structed with tools from the Kent’s toolbox (version 349) [11]
with the following parameters for chain and net construction:
-verbose = 0 -minScore = 3000 and -linearGap = medium/loose (the
“medium” value was used for the net construction of LASTZ-
based alignments and the “loose” for the G-Anchor mapping
process). From chains and nets, the multiple alignment format
(MAF) files were finally built with MULTIZ [20], also using the
phylogenetic relationships and distances between species in our
dataset (Fig. 1).
Extracting HCE from multiple whole-genome
alignments
Once MAF files are produced, the coordinates of the HCE may
be defined. The reference-based sequence coordinates of the
HCE were identified with phastCons [13] using the appropriate
set of parameters for each dataset (see Additional File 1, Supple-
mentary Table S1) and applying a nonconserved phylogenetic
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Figure 1: Genome alignment and HCE prediction pipeline.
model built by phyloFit [13]. This model was based on the 4-fold
degenerate sites (4d) from a FASTA file containing the gene cod-
ing regions (CDS) obtained from the UCSC Genome Browser. The
sequence coordinates of all HCE in the MAF reference genome
were then used to extract the actual corresponding DNA se-
quences from the MAF reference genome. This was performed
with aminimum length of 40 bp using the fastaFromBed tool from
the bedtools suite [21].
Please note that the protocol for extracting HCE is well
documented online at [22]. Finally, the same process was fol-
lowed for the generation of an avian HCE set. A full descrip-
tion of all the parameters that were used can be found in
Damas et al. [23].
Generating an HCE databank for the G-Anchor pipeline
To ensure optimal performance of the G-Anchor pipeline for ev-
ery pair of genomes compared, it is important to choose appro-
priate HCE from within the set of HCE coordinates extracted
from a MAF file. These HCE that map with appropriate crite-
ria to the reference genome used in the anchoring procedure
are known as the HCE databank and are defined for a specific
reference species.
Note that the G-Anchor reference genome is often differ-
ent from the reference genome used to create the MAF file. In
fact, the G-Anchor reference genome does not need to be any of
the genomes included in the multiple alignment MAF file from
which the initial set of HCE are extracted; however, for optimal
performance, they should belong to the same clade (e.g., Class or
Order). For clarity, we refer to the G-Anchor reference genome as
the ga-reference.The ga-target genome is the genome that is being
anchored to the ga-reference.
All extracted HCE sequences are aligned to the ga-reference
using BLAT (v. 36 × 1) (BLAST-like alignment tool) [24] with de-
fault alignment parameters. BLAT has been chosen because it
is a fast aligner for relatively short sequences with a high level
of identity. Potentially, other mapping tools could be used, such
as BWA-MEM [25] and Minimap [26], which are designed for
mapping sequence reads to the same species reference genome.
However, BLAT gives more flexibility in terms of the minimum
percentage identity of the alignment. In addition, BLAT’s align-
ment output, in Pattern Space Layout (PSL) format, is more in-
formative about the alignment blocks and is required by other
components of our pipeline. Moreover, BLAT was faster than
Minimap for themapping of Yak scaffolds onto cattle autosomes
in our tests (Additional File, Supplementary Fig. S6).
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The alignment of the HCE to the ga-reference ensures that
the only HCE in the databank are those with unique alignments
to the ga-reference (even if the chosen ga-reference genome is
different from the MAF reference genome or if it is not included
in the genomes used to create the MAF file). The resulting align-
ments are stringently filtered, based on 100% sequence identity
and alignment length criteria of at least 99% of the HCE length.
Filtering of HCE suitable for a specific ga-reference is controlled
by the script G-Anchor˙preProcessing.sh. Finally, HCE that align to
multiple locations are removed, leaving only those with a single
alignment position in the ga-reference. These remaining HCE
then comprise the ga-reference–specific HCE databank (shown
in Fig. 2).
Preparation of an HCE dataset for mammals
Using a precomputedMAFfile (i.e., that of 99 vertebrate genomes
from the UCSC Genome Browser; see datasets Hum+Rum and
Hum+Mam described fully in the section Testing and Evalua-
tion), we designed a set of HCE sequences that were present in
the genomes of representatives of 4 Orders of mammals (rumi-
nants, carnivores, primates, and rodents). These elements were
identified from the 4 Orders using the human genome as the ref-
erence and then combined in a single file. We intentionally did
not remove any elements from this HCE dataset that had over-
lapping coordinates in theMAF reference genome (human). This
ensures that the longest HCE with the highest-quality align-
ment is available to G-Anchor, no matter what ga-reference
genome was used. An HCE databank is defined for a particular
species once the mammalian HCE dataset is mapped against a
ga-reference.
G-Anchor Pipeline
The G-Anchor pipeline combines several published tools (in-
cluding BLAT and 10 scripts from Kent stand-alone tools [11]),
as well as 13 novel Perl scripts. The G-Anchor Perl scripts
are controlled using 2 Bash shell scripts called G-Anchor.sh
and G-Anchor controller.sh. The G-Anchor.sh script processes all
input files including the ga-reference and ga-target genome
sequences, the ga-reference–specific HCE databank, and the
numbers of the ga-reference genome’s chromosomes. The G-
Anchor controller.sh script was designed to work in an interactive
way in order to process the user-defined arguments and to re-
port to the user possible errors in the command line arguments
or in the input file structures.
The G-Anchor pipeline consists of 5 major stages: (1) pre-
processing of the ga-reference and ga-target genomes; (2) align-
ing the ga-reference–specific HCE databank against the ga-target
genome; (3) filtering of HCE to construct anchors on the
ga-target; (4) transferring the constructed anchors onto the
ga-reference; and (5) constructing chains and nets on the ga-
reference that define the mapping between the 2 genomes. A
complete G-Anchor workflow is shown in Fig. 2.
Stage 1: Preprocessing of the ga-reference and
ga-target genomes
G-Anchor inputs are the ga-target and ga-reference genomes,
both stored in a binary (2bit) format, with the ga-reference as-
sembled in chromosomes or pseudo-chromosomes, and theHCE
databank (described in section “Data Preparation and Prepro-
cessing” and computed for the ga-reference). There is no spe-
cific restriction on the contiguity of the ga-reference assem-
bly, but a highly fragmented ga-reference assembly (assembled
in many scaffolds rather than chromosomes) could dramati-
cally increase G-Anchor’s running time. The ga-reference and
ga-target genome files are stored in the same “GENOMES” folder
(separate “Reference” and “Target” subfolders), and the HCE
databank is stored in a separate folder using a multi-FASTA for-
mat. During the preprocessing step, the G-Anchor.sh script gen-
erates the output folders and converts both input files into the
multi-FASTA format with the twoBitToFa tool. The sizes (in base
pairs) of the chromosomes or scaffolds in both of the genomes
are then calculated with the faSize tool. Both the FASTA se-
quences and files output from faSize are stored in a temporary
folder, which is automatically deleted at the end of the G-Anchor
run.
Stage 2: HCE databank alignment against the ga-target
genome
All HCE from the HCE databank are aligned against the ga-target
using BLAT with the default minimum sequence identity 90%.
The alignment process is the most time-consuming stage of the
G-Anchor pipeline. Therefore, we allow the user to choose from
several BLAT command line options that can speed up the align-
ment. These options include -ooc or -fastMap parameters that
either decrease the running time by excluding overrepresented
sequences from the seeding stage (-ooc) or that skip the time-
consuming stage of merging alignment blocks that have gaps
between them (-fastMap). In addition, G-Anchor provides options
to run the alignment stage using multiple cores. The G-Anchor
default alignment process uses a single core with none of the
parameters enabled.
Longer HCE may not align as efficiently as shorter HCE be-
cause of higher chances of containing mismatches or gaps in
alignments, and so they may disproportionally fail to pass the
G-Anchor alignment filters. They can also consume significant
time for their alignment and cause conflicts when the –fastMap
option is enabled (maximum sequence length that –fastMap can
handle is 5 Kb). Therefore, we provide an option to split longer
HCE into shorter sequences, which align better and faster to the
reference and target genomes. The splitting option is automat-
ically activated to split the HCE that are longer than 5 Kb when
the –fastMap option is chosen.
In addition, G-Anchor provides 2 additional parameters that
give the ability to relax the alignment criteria of theHCE, suitable
for more distant genomes (see “G-Anchor applied to genomes
with divergent sequences (human to mouse comparison)” sec-
tion). The –minIdentity and –minAli allow control of theminimum
similarity identity and theminimumpercentage sequence iden-
tity (the latter is described in the following stage), respectively
(Additional File 1, Supplementary Figs. S3–S5).
Stage 3: Filtering the alignments of the HCE databank
against the ga-target
BLAT identifies all the ga-target intervals where an HCE aligns
or partially aligns. Since the HCE (by definition) are sequences
with a high level of conservation across multiple genomes [27],
the alignment criteria can be stringent. G-Anchor scripts parse
the BLAT alignments to find the intervals where HCE align with
high-percentage sequence identity across HCE length (typically
around 95%, but as low as 80% is possible) to the ga-target and
use only HCEmeeting this criterion for the next step. These HCE
are sorted by their alignment positions in the ga-target and then
they are further filtered by removing HCE that map to multiple
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Figure 2: G-Anchor pipeline workflow. Numbered boxes identify different stages of the pipeline workflow.
positions in the ga-target. Only these HCE are used by G-Anchor
as markers for anchoring the ga-reference and ga-target se-
quences; these HCE map uniquely to both the ga-reference and
the ga-target and are now called HCE anchors. Finally, these HCE
anchors are stored and used for cleaning the initial alignment
files in PSL format by preserving only the HCE databank align-
ments that include HCE anchors.
Stage 4: Post-processing of the aligned HCE anchors
To anchor, order, and orient the ga-target scaffolds in the ga-
reference, G-Anchor utilizes functionality of the UCSC Genome
Browser relating to the chain and net data formats. The chains
andnets are constructed between the locations of the 2 genomes
where the HCE anchors align. (Note that each HCE anchor also
has unique ga-reference coordinates, identified during the HCE
databank construction.) The correspondence of the 2 sets of co-
ordinates is used by G-Anchor to identify the correspondence
between the intervals of the ga-target and the ga-reference. To
build the chains and nets from alignments of HCE anchors, the
anchors need to be transferred from the ga-target PSL file onto
the ga-reference. This is performed using the program pslSwap
to create a PSL file for the ga-reference.
Stage 5: Chains and nets construction
The ga-reference PSL file is required as input for the UCSC
Genome Browser chains and nets construction pipeline. Chains
are built with the UCSC Genome Browser axtChain tool [19] and
link multiple locations where HCE align as anchors. The sec-
ond level merging into nets is achieved with chainNet. It gener-
ates a hierarchical collection of the longer, higher-level nonover-
lapping chains, filling their gaps (if possible) with the shorter,
lower-level chains; essentially, it combines chains into longer
alignment constructs. Finally, netSyntenic is used to add infor-
mation on the relationship of continuous 2-level chains in the
nets file. For the G-Anchor’s nets construction, the “loose” value
was used.
The final G-Anchor outputs include the gapless alignments
of the ga-reference and ga-target genomes restricted to the HCE
anchor intervals, in PSL format; the longer chain and net align-
ment constructions of the ga-reference and ga-target; and a tex-
tual report file with numbers of HCE that support the anchoring
of each ga-target genome sequence to the ga-reference genome.
Testing and Evaluation
Defining the ga-reference, ga-target, and the HCE
databanks
The G-Anchor pipeline was tested intensively in a number of
different cases such as (a) genomes of closely related species
(mammalian genomes), (b) genomes from a different class of
species (avian genomes), and (c) genomes of species with large
sequence diversity (murid rodent genomes). Since the most in-
teresting/common scenario is the identification of similarities
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in closely related species, case (a) is presented more extensively
in the remainder of the article. Nevertheless, the reader can find
more details of the other cases (b and c) in the Additional File 1.
Case (a) was represented by mammalian genomes, using the
scaffold assembly of the yak genome (Bos grunniens, Yak 1.1)
as the ga-target and the cattle autosomes (Bos taurus, bosTau7)
as the ga-reference (to create the corresponding HCE data-
banks). For this comparison, different HCE datasets were used in
separate G-Anchor mapping experiments. Two of the HCE
datasets were defined using the cattle genome as the MAF
reference aligned with several other ruminant genomes. Two
other HCE datasets used the human genome as the MAF
reference, aligned with combinations of ruminant and non-
ruminant genomes. In order to examine how G-Anchor per-
forms on avian genomes (case b), we applied the pipeline
using the scaffold assembly of the Mallard duck genome
(Anas Platyrhynchos, BGI duck 1.0) as the ga-target and the
chicken autosomes (Gallus gallus, Galgal4) as the ga-reference.
Finally, G-Anchor was tested further in the comparison of
genomes with high sequence diversity as human and mouse
(Mus musculus, mm10) genomes (case c). The mouse genome
was anchored onto human’s autosomes by using the mam-
malian HCE dataset, which is described below. Details can
be found in Additional File 1 (Supplementary Table S4,
Figs. S3–S5).
Five HCE datasets and databanks were generated as follows:
1. Ruminant dataset including yak with cattle as the ga-reference;
Cow+Yak: was used to define the most complete HCE dataset
shared by ruminant genomes. This set included the Tibetan
antelope (Pantholops hodgsonii, panHod1), sheep (Ovis aries,
oviAri3), goat (Capra hircus, capHir1), and yak (Bos grunniens,
Yak 1.1) genome assemblies aligned against the cattle genome.
2. Ruminant dataset excluding yak with cattle as the ga-reference;
Cow−Yak: was used to test the effect of excluding the ga-target
genome from the multiple alignment when creating the HCE
dataset. This set included the Tibetan antelope, sheep, and
goat assemblies aligned against the cattle genome.
3. Ruminant genomes aligned against the human genome with cattle
as the ga-reference; Hum+Rum: was used to test the effect of
creating the HCE dataset using a preexisting multiple align-
ment that is based on pairwise alignments to a single refer-
ence genome (human,Homo sapiens, hg38) and that includes 99
species frommore than 1 taxonomic order. All species were re-
moved, except for Tibetan antelope, sheep and goat genomes.
These genomes were originally aligned pairwise against the
human genome, which in this case is evolutionarily distant
from the ga-reference (cattle).
4. Mammalian HCE dataset with cattle as the ga-reference;
Hum+Mam: was used to test the effect of creating the
HCE dataset (for any potential ga-reference mammalian
species) using a preexisting multiple alignment that is based
on pairwise alignments to a single reference genome (hu-
man, Homo sapiens, hg38) and that includes 99 species from
more than 1 taxonomic order. The mammalian HCE dataset
includes representatives of Primates: Pan troglodytes (panTro4),
Gorilla gorilla (gorGor3), Pongo pygmaeus abelii (ponAbe2), No-
mascus leucogenys (nomLeu3), Macaca mulatta (rheMac3), Macaca
fascicularis (macFas5), Papio hamadryas (papAnu2), Chlorocebus
sabaeus (chlSab2), Callithrix jacchus (calJac3), Saimiri boliviensis
(saiBol1), Otolemur garnettii (otoGar3); Rodents: Spermophilus
tridecemlineatus (speTri2), Jaculus jaculus (jacJac1), Microtus
ochrogaster (micOch1), Cricetulus griseus (criGri1), Mesocricetus
auratus (mesAur1), Mus musculus (mm10), Rattus norvegicus
(rn6), Heterocephalus glaber (hetGla2), Cavia porcellus (cavPor3),
Chinchilla lanigera (chiLan1), Octodon degus (octDeg1), Oryctolagus
cuniculus (oryCun2), Ochotona princeps (ochPri3); and Carnivores:
Felis catus (felCat8), Canis lupus familiaris (canFam3), Mustela
putorius furo (musFur1), Ailuropoda melanoleuca (ailMel1).
5. Avian HCE dataset with chicken as the ga-reference; Avian: was
used to define the most complete HCE dataset shared by 20
avian genomes. Details about the genomes that were used for
the HCE dataset can be found in the Additional File 1 (Section
4). Here mallard was used at the ga-target.
Evaluation of the HCE datasets and databanks
Before evaluating the performance of G-Anchor, we first ana-
lyze the HCE databanks and the HCE datasets extracted from the
multiple alignments used to create the databanks. As explained
in Section “Data Preparation and Preprocessing”, the HCE data-
banks are sets of HCE aligned to unique positions on the ga-
reference’s autosomes. More than 99% of HCE (ratio of uniquely
mapped to mapped HCE in Table 1, Cattle MAF-reference) orig-
inating from either the Cow+Yak or Cow−Yak HCE datasets
aligned uniquely to cattle autosomes during the preprocessing
step (Preprocessed HCE in Fig. 2) and covered 16% of the cow
genome. This compares to 35% (275 923/793 064, Table 1) of the
Hum+Rum and 17% (2c139 902/360 322, Table 1) of Hum+Mam
HCE uniquely aligning to cattle autosomes covering 2% of the
ga-reference each (Table 1). As a result, in Cow−Yak we had
853348 HCE uniquely aligned to cattle autosomes, representing
the size of the HCE databank or potential HCE anchors; for the
Hum+Rum and Hum+Mam HCE datasets, we had 275924 and
360322 potential HCE anchors, respectively.
Figure 3 shows that the number of the potential HCE an-
chors was similar for all 4 databanks when the potential an-
chors were 100–199 bp long (i.e., around 120000 to 140 000),
although longer anchors (199 bp or more) were more com-
mon in Cow+Yak and Cow−Yak databanks. When comparing
Cow+Yak to Cow−Yak, both databanks provided close to the
same numbers of HCE (Fig. 3a). However, when comparing the
Hum+Mam to Hum+Rum, the former provided 23.4% (frac-
tion of the difference between Hum+Mam and Hum+Rum HCE
uniquely mapped, Table 1) more potential anchors for all length
categories (Fig. 3b).
To maximize the number of HCE aligning and to increase
G-Anchor’s time performance, we used the appropriate option
in G-Anchor to break long HCE originating from the dataset used
to create the Hum+Mam databank. In Fig. 4 the highest fraction
of unbroken HCE lengths that successfully align corresponds to
a length of 200–299 bp. Using this length range as a guide, we
split HCE longer than 500 bp into fragments of 250 bp. This re-
sulted in 35 597 additional potential anchors covering the cat-
tle genome intervals not covered by the original Hum+Mam
databank.
Comparison of G-Anchor mapping results with the
LASTZ-based alignments
G-Anchor’s performance in terms of mapping quality was eval-
uated by comparing its mapping results with the alignment re-
sults of a whole-genome aligner. To do this, LASTZ was chosen
due to its high alignment accuracy and its compatibility with
the UCSC chains and nets, a process that G-Anchor follows at
its last stage. For this comparison we looked at: (a) the total
number of target scaffolds mapped or aligned; (b) the fraction
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Table 1: HCE dataset statistics.
Cattle ga-reference Human ga-reference
Cow+Yak Cow-Yak Hum+Rum Hum+Mam
Mappeda
Uniquely
mappedb Mapped
Uniquely
mapped Mapped
Uniquely
mapped Mapped
Uniquely
mapped
Split and
uniquely
mapped
Total number 851 161 850 947 853 562 853 348 793 064 275 924 2 139 902 360 322 395 919
Total length
(Mb)
416 416 431 431 146 45 289 54 61
Max. HCE
length (bp)
12 482 12 482 13 715 13 715 17 204 17 143 17 204 17 163 505
Min. HCE
length (bp)
40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40 40
Median (bp) 369 369 382 382 134 134 96 119 129
Genome
fraction (%)
16.38 16.38 16.95 16.95 5.7 1.78 11.4 2.1 2.4
aOnly HCE >40 bp were included.
bHCE databank mapping to unique positions in the cattle autosomes. The length of some HCE can be slightly increased after the mapping due to gap presence.
of the target genome covered; (c) the ordering of the scaffolds;
(d) the fraction of scaffold bases that were present within the
net blocks resulting from the G-Anchormapping and the LASTZ-
based net blocks; (e) assignment inconsistencies between the 2
approaches; and (f) the amount of required computational re-
sources.
Number of mapped scaffolds
In these analyses we used all the scaffolds in the yak genome
that were longer than 10 Kb, which was an initial set of 4282
scaffolds. Of these scaffolds, 3550 were successfully aligned by
LASTZ and found in LASTZ nets (Table 2). Using Cow+Yak and
Cow−Yak, G-Anchor attempted to map the same initial set of
yak scaffolds; in comparison to LASTZ, it successfully mapped
89% of the ga-target scaffolds found in the LASTZ nets (Table 2).
The difference between G-Anchor runs with these 2 databanks
was 29 scaffolds that mapped only when Cow+Yak was used
and an additional 45 scaffolds mapped by Cow−Yak only
(Table 3). G-Anchor mapped 2923 (82%) scaffolds when
Hum+Rum was used and 3012 (85%) using Hum+Mam
(Table 2). Breaking long HCE for the databank (Hum+Mam)
increased the number of mapped scaffolds by 3 (Table 2).
G-Anchor mapped only those from the initial set of 4282 yak
scaffolds that were also present in the LASTZ nets. Themajority
(94%–96%) of scaffolds that were not mapped by G-Anchor but
were found in the LASTZ nets were less than 1 Mb in length
with their N50 being approximately 2 times shorter than that
of the mapped scaffolds (see Additional Files 2–6). G-Anchor
with Cow+Yak and Cow−Yak outperformed Hum+Rum and
Hum+Mam in terms of the number of scaffolds mapped
to each cow autosome (Fig. 5); 148 and 237, respectively,
more scaffolds were mapped with the Cow−Yak databank
(Table 2).
Fraction of the yak genome mapped
The total length of the yak scaffolds found in LASTZ nets was
2.535 Gb (Table 2). The total length of the yak scaffolds mapped
to cattle autosomes by G-Anchor using different HCE databanks
ranged from 96% to 97% of the combined length of all scaffolds
aligned by LASTZ. There was a 4Mb difference between the total
length of scaffolds mapped when Cow+Yak and Cow−Yak were
used by G-Anchor, with Cow+Yak producing a slightly longer
total length. When Hum+Rum and Hum+Mam were used by
G-Anchor, the total length of mapped scaffolds was <30 Mb
shorter than for Cow+Yak and Cow−Yak, with Hum+Mam
giving an 11Mb longer total length than Hum+Rum
(Table 2).
Fraction of homologous blocks
To evaluate the agreement between the aligned regions of the
G-Anchor and LASTZ-based methods, the intersecting fraction
F of the homologous blocks in the nets was calculated using the
following formula:
F =
n∑
1
C
Z
where the sum is over the total number n ofmapped scaffolds
of the target genome, C is the length of the homologous blocks in
the scaffold common to both G-Anchor and LASTZ, and Z is the
length of the homologous blocks in the scaffold as determined
by LASTZ nets only.
In terms of intersecting fraction, no significant difference
was noticed between Cow+Yak and Cow−Yak (Additional File 1,
Supplementary Fig. S1). The intersecting fraction for Hum+Rum
was low (16.7%) compared to the others (76.5% in Cow+Yak
and 77.2% in Cow−Yak, 77.6% and 79.9% in Mammalian and
Mammalian-split, respectively). This is due to this specific
dataset being built from very few species (ruminants only) in the
multiple alignments with human as the reference. Nonetheless,
this did not affect the anchored fraction of the yak genome (total
length of anchored scaffolds, Table 2). Despite the fact that the
Mammalian datasets (split or not) were built by using the same
multiple alignments (but includedmuchmore species), the large
number of HCE that were aligned onto the cattle genome al-
lowed the intersecting fraction with the LASTZ-based method
results to reach a higher level (see Additional File 1, Supplemen-
tary Fig. S1).
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Mapping inconsistencies between G-Anchor and
LASTZ nets
We found no serious mapping inconsistencies between G-
Anchor and LASTZ results, for instance, yak scaffolds that map
to a completely different ga-reference autosome. However, there
were a few partial inconsistencies; for instance, in the LASTZ
nets a yak scaffold alignment could be split across 2 ga-reference
chromosomes, whereas G-Anchor would map the same scaffold
to only 1 of these chromosomes. Table 2 shows that the num-
ber of such cases ranged from 12 scaffolds for Hum+Mam to 16
scaffolds foundwhen Cow−Yakwas used. In all cases, G-Anchor
seemed to miss a shorter part of a scaffold that aligns to a sep-
arate ga-reference chromosome than the rest of the scaffold.
A schematic representation of such discrepancies is shown in
Fig. 6.
Several additional inconsistencies (10 in total across all 4 cat-
tle databanks) include cases where G-Anchor and LASTZ nets
map scaffolds to the same ga-reference chromosome and to the
same position within that chromosome, but differ in the exact
alignment block ends for 2 adjacent scaffolds. These discrep-
ancies were found when the adjacent scaffold alignments to
the ga-reference chromosome overlap each other, and the net
construction pipeline scored the overlapping parts of the align-
ments differently for LASTZ and G-Anchor. In all cases, the re-
maining parts of the overlapping alignment could be found at
the lower level of the alignment nets (Additional File 1, Supple-
mentary Fig. S2).
G-Anchor in a different class of species (bird genomes)
The HCE that were predicted initially for the Avian databank
were approximately 1.4 million with median length 43 bp and
covered 10.2% of the chicken genome (Additional File, Supple-
mentary Table S2). After aligning to the ga-target (mallard) and
filtering, as described in G-Anchor’s stage 3, roughly 950 000
HCE aligned to the reference genome in unique positions with a
59-bp median length and 9% genome coverage, setting the HCE
anchors (Additional File, Supplementary Table S2).The G-Anchor
pipelinemanaged tomap a little bit less than 90% of themallard
genome’s scaffolds compared to the LASTZ-based alignments,
covering 96% of LASTZ alignment blocks’ length (Additional File,
Supplementary Table S3). The scaffolds that were not mapped
are mostly small in length (less than 1 Mb). The inconsisten-
cies that were noticed (scaffolds that weremapped in a different
chromosome) were 1.6% of the total number of scaffolds (Addi-
tional File, Supplementary Table S3).
G-Anchor applied to genomes with divergent
sequences (human to mouse comparison)
Using the same high-percentage sequence identity (>95%) for
the HCE filtering that was used in the closely related species, the
mapping coverage that was obtained was 35% with a number of
HCE anchors that were reaching roughly 4% of the Hum+Mam
databank (Additional File 1, Supplementary Table S4). Relaxing
BLAT’s minimum similarity identity (-minIdentity = 80%) and
the minimum percentage sequence identity (-minAli = 80%)
for the ga-target (in stage 3), the number of HCE anchors was
increased to 18% (Additional File 1, Supplementary Table S4).
Consequently, G-Anchor managed to increase the map-
ping coverage to 88.90% (Additional File 1, Supplementary
Table S4).
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Figure 4: Fraction of the Hum+Mam databank that aligned to unique ga-reference chromosome and target scaffold positions before and after splitting.
Table 2: Aligned and anchored scaffold statistics.
LASTZ-based alignments Cow+Yak Cow−Yak Hum+Rum Hum+Mam Hum+Mam (split)
Number of anchored scaffoldsa 3550 (100%) 3144 (89%) 3160 (89%) 2923 (82%) 3012 (85%) 3015 (85%)
Inconsistenciesb N/A 15 16 15 12 12
Total length of anchored scaffolds (Mb) 2535 (100%) 2458 (97%) 2454 (96.8%) 2434 (96%) 2445 (96.4%) 2445 (96.4%)
N50 1 567 874 1 580 499 1 584 378 1 539 131 1 539 025 1 539 025
Median (bp) 368 395 443 232 433 945 501 467 472 660 472 660
aScaffolds included ≥10 Kb.
bNumber of scaffolds that G-Anchor mapped to a single chromosome and LASTZ partially mapped to more than 1 chromosome.
Table 3: Additional scaffolds mapped using 1 of the 2 cattle-based
HCE sets and their statistics.
Cow+Yak Cow-Yak
No. additional scaffolds a 29 45
Total length (Mb) 7.5 2.8
N50 (bp) 1 113 607 102 029
Max. scaffold length (bp) 1 522 230 422 417
Min. scaffold length (bp) 10 407 10 074
Median (bp) 63 483 29 826
aAdditional scaffolds were mapped using 1 of the 2 cattle-based HCE sets but
not when another set was used.
Time and computational resources taken by G-Anchor
pipeline
The alignment of the yak and cattle genomes (control “LASTZ-
based alignment”) was performed on a Sandybridge cluster with
200 cores, provided by HPC Wales, and took 7440 minutes (5
days and 4 hours) and 40 GB of RAM in total. Note that because
the LASTZ aligner is not multithreaded, it required an extra ef-
fort to split the genome into multiple fragments and distribute
them over the available cores. MUMMER 4.0 was much faster
than LASTZ but still demanding in terms of memory consump-
tion. The alignment took 2864 minutes (48 hours) on a single
core and 43 GB of RAM. In a multithread mode using 4 cores,
the time reduced significantly to 12 hours with no change in
the RAM requirement (43 GB). These tools are clearly not feasible
for running on a contemporary personal computer. In contrast,
the G-Anchor pipeline may be run under Linux on a desktop
machine. Here, tests were performed using a 4-CPU core Intel-
based system with 16 GB of RAM (of which only 4.5 GB of RAM
were required). When using parameters (described below) to op-
timize the execution time and using a single core, G-Anchor re-
quired 420minutes (7 hours), which was reduced to 194minutes
(3 hours, 14 minutes) with 4 cores. To break down the times for
each stage in the single core case, the fastest steps were prepro-
cessing of the genomes (stage 1) at 4 minutes, the HCEs filter-
ing (stage 3) at 12 minutes, and the alignment post-processing
(stage 4) at 11 minutes. The HCE databank alignment (stage 2)
took 353 minutes (5 hours and 43 minutes), and the construc-
tion of chains and nets (stage 5) took 43 minutes.
The most computationally intensive part of G-Anchor is
using BLAT to align HCE against the ga-target genome (stage
2). To optimize the G-Anchor execution time, we incorporated
the BLAT alignment optimization parameters -ooc and -fastMap.
Using a single core with the default G-Anchor parameters, the
most computationally intensive execution of G-Anchor was
Cow−Yak and required around 7200 minutes (5 days) and 4.5 GB
of RAM for completion. When applying the -ooc option, the over-
all time was reduced from 7200minutes to around 1980minutes
(1 day and 9 hours), with the -fastMap option to 780 minutes (13
hours), and with both options at the same time to 420 minutes
(7 hours) (Table 4). When executing G-Anchor in a parallel fash-
ion [28] (using all 4 CPU cores) and with both BLAT optimiza-
tion parameters, HCE alignment was reduced from 353 minutes
(single core) to 124 minutes. Taken together, G-Anchor with the
most computationally intensive dataset (Cow−Yak) required 194
minutes (3 hour and 14 minutes), while the Hum+Mam dataset
required 85minutes (1 hour and 15minutes). The times required
for each ga-reference chromosome, for single and multiple
cores, and different BLAT optimization parameters are shown
in Fig. 7. It is worth noting that using these BLAT parameters
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Figure 5: Number of yak scaffolds mapped to each cattle autosome using 4 HCE databanks and the whole-genome LASTZ alignments.
Figure 6: Schematic presentation of the discrepancies observed between map-
pings of scaffolds by LASTZ and G-Anchor.
had little effect on the mapping results (11 fewer scaffolds were
mapped with both optimization parameters included) and the
fraction of the yak genome mapped was similar, i.e., 96.51% vs.
96.80% (Table 4). With Hum+Mam, by using the -fastMap option,
G-Anchor lost 11 scaffolds, reducing the fraction of the mapped
yak genome by 0.6% (Table 5). Finally, G-Anchor stages 1, 3, 4,
and 5 all run on a single core and currently cannot be further
optimized.
If the HCE preprocessing pipeline is used to create an HCE
databank during the anchoring process, then G-Anchor’s total
running time increases. For instance, with the mammalian HCE
dataset (Hum+Mam), to use cattle as the ga-reference, the total
preprocessing time depends on the BLAT optimization param-
eters and number of cores used, as shown in Table 6:, i.e., 100
minutes by using 4 cores and 288 minutes on a single core. Us-
ing the -ooc parameter, the running time dropped to 72 minutes
and 188minutes, respectively. Using the -fastMap option in addi-
tion, the preprocessing time was decreased further (55 minutes
for 4 cores and 140 minutes for a single core) but with the price
of losing roughly half of the HCE, making the -fastMap option
not suitable for this stage. Hence, to optimize the performance
of BLAT in the preprocessing step, it is only possible to use the
-ooc parameter.
Discussion
This study describes a new whole-genome mapping pipeline
called G-Anchor, which allows rapid comparative anchoring of
2 sequenced genomes of an animal genome size (>1 Gb) from
different species with the use of inexpensive computational
resources such as a personal computer. Our results demonstrate
that G-Anchor is capable of mapping a mammalian genome
(yak) to anothermammalian genome (cattle) on a personal com-
puter in just over 3 hours and with 4.5 GB RAM, which compares
to 124 hours required for a “traditional” whole-genome align-
ment pipeline based on LASTZ alignments running on a high-
performance computing cluster. G-Anchor successfully detects
>96% of the total genome syntenic block length achievable by
LASTZ.
The relative efficiency of G-Anchor is achieved by applying
2 major optimization steps: the use of evolutionary HCE for
whole-genome anchoring and “outsourcing” the computation-
ally intensive step of defining the HCE to downloadable multi-
ple whole-genome alignments prebuilt using traditional align-
ment methods. Once HCE are identified, they can be used for
anchoring genomic sequences from a range of different genome
combinations; this is because HCE are DNA sequences that are
evolutionarily conserved in a range of related and sometimes
distant genomes. G-Anchor could be viewed as using HCE to
quickly and accurately predict the alignment seeds that would
be built by traditional aligners. Thus, the advantage of HCE an-
chors as compared to dynamically defined alignment seeds used
in traditional aligners is that HCE anchors do not need to be built
every time 2 genomes are compared. Instead, G-Anchor is able
to use a set of predefined HCE conserved across a wide range
of vertebrate species and that are thus suitable for anchoring a
range of genomes, i.e., the “Mammalian” set of HCE.
There is no need to have HCE databanks predefined for
every possible ga-reference genome. Instead, a preprocessing
script performs this task. Our results demonstrate that there
is little disadvantage when changing to a ga-reference that is
distant from the reference genome used to create the origi-
nal pairwise multiple whole-genome alignment and that there
was little effect of including or excluding the ga-target genome
from the alignments used to identify HCE. Interestingly, the
Cow−Yak set was capable of mapping 3 Mb more of the yak
sequence, distributed among small scaffolds, that was missed
by the Cow+Yak set. It is likely that the inclusion of Yak in the
Cow+Yak alignmentweakened the signal used to define the HCE
that anchored these small scaffolds. These data demonstrate
that G-Anchor is not only efficient in mapping scaffolds cross-
species among 2 mammalian genome assemblies but that it is
also flexible in using HCE sets defined with a different combina-
tion of genomes even when the ga-reference and ga-target were
excluded from the process of HCE detection.
A very low number of inconsistently mapping scaffolds be-
tween G-Anchor and LASTZ alignments to cattle autosomes
further proves the robustness of G-Anchor results. All the
inconsistencies involve G-Anchor mapping a scaffold to a sin-
gle ga-reference chromosome interval, while LASTZ aligns the
same scaffold to more than 1 chromosome region (Fig. 6). One
possible explanation for this is the higher resolution of LASTZ
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Table 4: Effect on mapping results when using BLAT parameters on Cow-Yak dataset.
Mapped scaffolds Coverage (%) Time on a singe core (minutes) Time on 4 cores (minutes)
No parameters 3160 96.80 7200 2880
All parameters 3149 96.51 420 194
fastMap 3149 96.51 780 323
ooc 3160 96.80 1980 437
Figure 7:G-Anchor run times per ga-reference chromosome. G-Anchorwas used tomap yak scaffolds against the cattle genomewith Cow-YakHCE set. (a) No alignment
optimization parameters using 1 and 4 cores. (b) Applying –ooc, -fastMap, and both of these parameters using 1 core. (c) Applying –ooc, -fastMap, and both of these
parameters using 4 cores.
Table 5. Effect on mapping results when using BLAT parameters on Hum+Mam dataset.
Mapped scaffolds Coverage (%) Time on a singe core (minutes) Times on 4 cores (minutes)
No parameters 3012 93.76 132 95
All parameters 3001 93.16 91 85
fastMap 3001 93.16 120 89
ooc 3012 93.76 123 91
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Table 6: Total preprocessing time for changing the databank reference genome with the Mammalian HCE dataset (from human to cattle).
Single core 4 cores
No. of HCEa Preprocessing time (minutes) No. of HCEa Preprocessing time (minutes)
No parameters 360 322 287.46 360 322 100
All parameters 186 655 122.37 186 655 47.37
fastMap 186 655 140.47 186 655 55.34
ooc 360 322 188.13 360 322 52.25
aTotal number of HCE that are mapped to the new ga-reference genome (cattle) and can be used by G-Anchor for the mapping of yak genome.
alignments, meaning that small intervals within scaffolds could
be missed by the G-Anchor approach. This hypothesis is sup-
ported by our manual investigation of all inconsistencies. In all
cases, LASTZ and G-Anchor agree in chromosomal and regional
assignment of the larger parts of the scaffolds. LASTZ, however,
also assigns a smaller distinct part of the scaffold to another re-
gion of the same or different cattle autosome, while G-Anchor
fails to map this small fragment. On the other hand, it is possi-
ble that LASTZ aligns small parts of yak scaffolds to duplicated
regions of cattle chromosomes that do not possess HCE anchors
due to relaxed purifying selection in these regions. If this is true,
G-Anchor could outperform LASTZ inmapping accuracy in such
cases.
G-Anchor results prove our original hypothesis that HCE
can be used as anchors for cross-species mapping for animal
genomes. In mammals, HCE constitute around 5%–10% of the
whole-genome sequence. This fraction is higher for closely re-
lated species (e.g., for ruminant species in our study), resulting
in the ruminant HCE dataset outperforming the “Mammalian”
HCE dataset in terms of the number of mapped scaffolds and
comparative sequence coverage. In the avian genomes case, the
HCE constitute 9% of the whole-genome sequence. G-Anchor
was able to successfully map 96% of the total mallard’s genome
syntenic block length achieved by LASTZ, with only a slight in-
crease in the number of inconsistencies. Based on this, we ex-
pect that G-Anchor will work well for any group of species with
a high level of interspecies sequence conservation (e.g., mam-
mals or birds) but likely be less efficient or even inefficient for
comparison of related genomes with a high level of sequence di-
vergence (e.g., insects). Whole-genome duplications that result
in multiple chromosomes with similar sequence content, and a
large fraction of repetitive elements, will likely make G-Anchor
inefficient for anchoring many plant genomes.
In the case of more divergent sequences, the user should
decrease the minimum similarity identity and the minimum
alignment ratio, thus increasing the numbers of HCE anchors
and, as a result, the alignment coverage (Additional File 1, G-
Anchor Pipeline in Human-Mouse Comparison). This has neg-
ligible effect on G-Anchor’s running time. G-Anchor was found
to be more efficient in anchoring larger scaffolds than smaller
scaffolds due to a lower number of HCE anchors in the latter
group. Therefore, the quality of target genome assembly, for in-
stance, the scaffold lengths, could be another factor that affects
G-Anchor efficiency.
The limiting factors mentioned above do not allow G-Anchor
to be a substitute for whole-genome aligners; however, its abil-
ity to run on a workstation or laptop should allow G-Anchor
to be widely used by small research groups and laboratories
that lack access to HPC systems but still interested in whole-
genome sequence comparison. Several additional optimization
steps were applied to allow G-Anchor to run efficiently and pro-
duce the best possible results utilizing a small amount of com-
putational resources. Splitting long HCE reduces the runtime
and provides amarginal increase in the number ofmapped scaf-
folds. Most workstations and laptops now have multiple CPU
cores that G-Anchor can utilize, decreasing the overall run time.
HCE are highly conserved and nonrepetitive sequences, thus
allowing G-Anchor to use several optimization options avail-
able within BLAT that significantly reduce the time of the most
computationally intensive and time-consuming G-Anchor step.
Excluding highly repetitive DNA sequences from alignment
seeding (-ooc option) and allowing to align only nearly identical
sequences (-fastMap option) decreased the total time required
for G-Anchor by a factor of 17, for the most computationally in-
tensive HCE databank at the cost of losing an insignificant num-
ber of mapped scaffolds.
In conclusion, G-Anchor is an efficient cross-species genome
anchoring pipeline suitable for execution on a personal com-
puter. It allows for fast comparison of 2 species’ genome as-
semblies that exhibit a significant level of sequence conserva-
tion and are not highly repetitive or polypoid. G-Anchor could
be used for fast identification of the regions of homologous syn-
teny between genomes as well as for detection of scaffolds that
might contain evolutionary breakpoints or assembly errors.
Availability of supporting data
G-Anchor is portable and was designed to run on a MAC OSX or
LINUX operating systems and is available from GitHub [29]. The
list of all command line options for G-Anchor is fully described
in the usermanual. An archival copy of the code, test input data,
and HCE databanks is available via the GigaScience repository Gi-
gaDB [30].
 Project name: G-Anchor
 Project home page: https://github.com/vasilislenis/G-Anchor
 Operating systems: MAC OSX, LINUX
 Programming languages: Bash, Perl
 Other requirements: none
 License: the MIT license (MIT)
 RRID:SCR 016046
 Any restriction to use by nonacademics: none
Additional files
Additional file 1
Supp material:
1. HCE databank construction (parameters)
Table S1: Alignment, chains&nets construction andHCE pre-
diction parameters.
2. Comparison of intersecting fraction and mapped genome
coverage
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Figure S1: Intervals overlapping ratio.
3. Mapping Inconsistencies
Figure S2: UCSC genome browser snapshot of cattle chromo-
some 18 and nets of yak scaffolds 473 and 776.
4. Avian genomes: HCE databank and G-Anchor’s results
Table S2: HCEs from Avian databank. General statistics.
Table S3: Statistics and coverage of the Mallard’s genome an-
choring.
5. G-Anchor pipeline in Human-Mouse comparison
Table S4: Mapping coverage status by using different values
in HCE alignment and filtering
Figure S3: HCE anchors in Human-Mouse comparison.
Figure S5: HCE that were aligned and filtered using different
criteria (in terms of coverage).
6. G-Anchor and Minimap: Times comparison
Figure S6: G-Anchor and Minimap running times.
Additional file 2
Cow+Yak
Comparison of G-Anchor’s and LASTZ based nets results in
Cow+Yak dataset
Additional file 3
Cow-Yak
Comparison of G-Anchor’s and LASTZ based nets results in
Cow-Yak dataset
Additional file 4
Hum+Rum
Comparison of G-Anchor’s and LASTZ based nets results in
Hum+Rum dataset
Additional file 5
Hum+Mam
Comparison of G-Anchor’s and LASTZ based nets results in
Hum+Mam dataset
Additional file 6
Hum+Mam-250
Comparison of G-Anchor’s and LASTZ based nets results in
Hum+Mam (split in 250bp) dataset
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